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ART BEINGS
Alain Lioret

Arts et Technologies de l’Image, Université Paris 8

Abstract: The series of Art Being has been initiated in 2002, based on the simple principle of a population of
artificial being, as the organic matter of a numeric artwork. The series consists in creating evolving ecosystems,
based on evolutionary computation.

Topics: Genetic evolutionary art
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ALAIN LIORET 

CARLOS M. FERNANDES

SOPHIE LAVAUD 

ZAINAB ALI ABBOOD and FRANCK P. VIDAL

EMERGILIENCE
Sophie Lavaud

Institut ACTE/CNRS, Paris

Abstract: This work explores shape emergence due to self-organised phenomena.

Topics: Self organised shapes
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Fly4Arts: Evolutionary Digital Art with the Fly Algorithm
Zainab Ali Abbood and Franck P. Vidal

School of Computer Science, Bangor University, UK

Abstract: The aim of this study is to generate artistic images, such as digital mosaics, as an optimisation
problem without the introduction of any a priori knowledge or constraint other than an input image. The usual
practice to produce digital mosaic images heavily relies on Centroidal Voronoi diagrams. We demonstrate here
that it can be modelled as an optimisation problem solved using a cooperative co-evolution strategy based
on the Parisian evolution approach, the Fly algorithm. An individual is called a fly. Its aim of the algorithm
is to optimise the position of innitely small 3-D points (the flies). The Fly algorithm has been initially used
in real-time stereo vision for robotics. It has also demonstrated promising results in image reconstruction for
tomography. In this new application, a much more complex representation has been study. A fly is a tile. It
has its own position, size, colour, and rotation angle. Our method takes advantage of graphics processing units
(GPUs) to generate the images using the modern OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) and Open Computing
Language (OpenCL) to compute the difference between the input image and simulated image. Different types
of tiles are implemented, some with transparency, to generate different visual effects, such as digital mosaic
and spray paint. An online study with 41 participants has been conducted to compare some of our results with
those generated using an open-source software for image manipulation. It demonstrates that our method leads
to more visually appealing images.

Topics: Digital mosaic, Evolutionary art, Fly algorithm, Parisian evolution, coopera- tive co-evolution
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Appendix B 
Abstracting the Abstract 
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La Galerie Louchard,
la conférence Artificial Evolution 2017

ont le plaisir de vous inviter  
au vernissage de l’exposition

« Art&Science in Evolutionary Computation »

le samedi 28 octobre 2017  
de 18h00 à 22h00

EXPOSITION
 du 25 octobre 

au 12 novembre

du mardi au dimanche  

de 15h00 à 20h00


